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The world behind the looking-glass

“Now, here, you see, it takes all the running 
you can do, to keep in the same place. If you 
want to get somewhere else, you must run at 
least twice as fast as that!”

L. Carroll. Through The Looking-Glass And 
What Alice Found There
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…One day I will sit down and write this text. The 
thing that long ago became the main channel 
along which the thoughts flew by their ways 
must eventually get some material incarnation.

Probably, I should talk more likely about virtual 
incarnation, but even it is much more material 
than flashes of nervous impulses running in the 
depth of the brain. I don’t think that the character 
of my thoughts is unique in some way and that it 
represents a certain self-consistent value, but it is 
worth to write all these if only to get a possibility 
to read it afterwards.

However, let us finish with the introductory 
remarks. People who prepare the listeners for the 
essence of the conversation for too long carry 
the risk to lose attention of the audience. This 
also pertains to those who talk to themselves 
like your obedient servant. I want to talk about 
the future.

Not about my personal future, but about the 
future in general, about what waits for us and 
our weather-beaten Universe in a certain period 
of time; at that I am referring to a period far 
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from being a period of world-historical scale. An 
opinion exists that many of us will have a chance 
to look at everything described below by their 
own eyes.

People say that the future can be understood 
in the best way by looking back at the past and 
making analogies. I think it is not exact. Indeed, 
even about a hundred years ago you could use 
this method as well, because changes were 
unhasting and in many respects linear.

http://upweek.ru
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Too few things changed within a unit of time. 
Life experience had an overwhelming value 
helping to use properly out-of-the-box solutions 
accumulated by the ancestors in the process of 
perception of surrounding reality and carefully 
transferred to the next generation.

Any problem with which a human-being faced 
throughout of his life had analogies in the past; 
and in any case either there was a person who 
remembered how they solved the situation at the 
first time or there was a formula of its solution 
proved by generations.

Clearly, there is no rule without an exception: 
once in a while situations occurred which 
had never occurred before. And at all times 
sooner or later a person appeared who was 
able to solve an untypical problem, because 
it occurred independently, customary 
and understandable world served as its 
background, the world in which even though 
something out of common happened then it 
happened not often, like a special scream “No 
sleeping!!!”.
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Such hasteless, even inert accumulation of 
life experience and its using fell into oblivion, 
completely and entirely. Everything changed 
rapidly, and these are technologies that are 
responsible for this.

If we try to analyse prerequisites to such turn 
of events then for a start we should probably 
refer to religion. There were and indeed there is 
a materialistic point of view that religion came 
around as a method to offer surrogate explanation 
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to phenomena which people were just unable to 
understand, because the mankind simply lacked 
objective (and indeed any other) information. 
Pantheons of gods responsible for various 
elements, social phenomena and generally for 
everything in the world kept increasing.

In accordance with another point of view, a 
human-being of those ages lived in the midst of 
phenomena which we were unable to percept in 
virtue of limitations imposed on us the science; he 
had enough information, he understood everything, 
but he just could not express this understanding by 
words. However that may be, the process started 
in such direction in which it started: a number of 
gods necessary for explanation of everything in 
the world began to come down with a run.

At first (at the turn of ages) it resulted in 
monotheism and then (around 350 years ago) 
the process of perception of surrounding reality 
evolved into than science which we happily 
transformed into a slave of our pursuits, rather 
basic by their nature. To eat something delicious, 
to organize there again fashionable shows…

http://upweek.ru
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The most ridiculous is that the science itself was 
originally a timid attempt of a human-being to 
find God. Surely, what can be more natural than 
search of original causes of events? But things 
and phenomena lost divine nature with ever-
increasing speed; it looked like we approached 
to understanding of the God’s nature by means 
of reduction of a number of deliberately false 
interpretations of manifestations of natural 
forces, once all the husk might be separated 
from the only grain which served both sense and 
essence of everything in the world…

However, it was not destined to be happened. 
In course of time it became clear that the sky is 
not solid, there was no golden throne behind 
it, and the white-bearded old man in whom all 
our imaginations of the supernatural eventually 
incarnated began step-by-step acquired a 
form of principles of physics and mathematical 
formulas expressing them. This process 
accelerated permanently, knowledge about the 
world generated new knowledge which in their 
turn generated knowledge of the third wave 
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impossible without the second one, and so 
forth.

God kept getting farther. He left the sky and 
carried himself to another dimension, to the area 
of mental projections about which fair fortune-
tellers are so fond of talking. This smooth motion 
could not continue eternally, atheism became 
stronger and gained momentum. Probably, 
most of all it blossomed out among the ranks 
of the very scientists; surely, they were the ones 
who thought that they knew that there was 
nothing “there”: both results of experiments and 
mathematical calculations witnessed about it.

To tell the truth, with development of quantum 
physics this decisiveness was diminished. (For 
example, there is one famous funny experiment 
with diffraction when a picture obtained in a 
result of an experiment differs drastically from a 
picture obtained without monitoring.) A number 
of religious people among scientists grew in the 
beginning of the 20th century up to about 25-
30%, and this number remains approximately 
constant from that time.
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But in spite of this growth and the fact that the 
reduction in a quantity of believers happened to 
be not so much global (a number of devotees 
of only two leading world religions (Islam and 
Christianity) amounts to approximately 4.5 billion 
people, a total number of believers in the world 
is 92.55%) atheistic explosion of the 19th century 
called into existence a process of gradual decay 
of morality.

Indeed, if there is nobody “there” than what at 
all is the use to conduct ourselves in accordance 
with some old-fashioned principles invented by 
no one knows whom and no one knows what 
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for? Isn’t it better to direct the strengths to things 
more natural, desired by Its Majesty Body? There 
is no any justice of heaven, there is only “here 
and now” after which there will be nothing.

Dismantled a human-being to atoms we 
fantasized that there is no any soul inside him, 
a soul about virginity of which we could take 
care. Instead of this we found there a bundle of 
intestines which, on top of that, often refuse to 
work after which everything comes to an end, at 
least for this certain individual. But what business 
of that individual is to all the rest? Whether the 
colour of the imprint he left after him will excite 
him? Why on earth for?! There is only “here 
and now”; let everyone die today and I will die 
tomorrow, and so forth.

But the science even did not intend to stop. It 
already began to live by its own life continuing 
to open for us more and more evidences of our 
nothingness and a total absence of any sense of 
human activity – on a long-term horizon. Spiritual 
life of significant part of the mankind (surely, I 
think you don’t believe that 100% of those 92.55 
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are zealous Christians, Muslims, Jews, and so 
forth?) was replaced completely by chains of 
colour pictures possessing only likeness of sense 
since their source is a conveyer.

Constant acceleration of a pace of life became 
an additional factor closed in surreptitiously, but 
unfailingly. Naturally, we should thank for it the 
same old science, to tell more accurately, two its 
descendants – transport and telecommunications. 
A possibility to cross continents and oceans 
within several hours gave to a human-being 
a wide range of new possibilities – and at the 
same time it imposed a great number of new 
obligations unknown to him before.

Effectiveness of activities keeps growing, but 
we have less and less time to take rest and 
think. Gradually more and more people fell out 
of the race being unable to withstand a furious 
pace of life which, on top of that, continues to 
accelerate permanently. And those who took the 
liberty to claim that they manage to develop and 
adapt themselves for required speed more and 
more resemble laboratory monkeys to which 
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somebody gave a banana, lighted a green lamp 
and at the same time gave an electric shock.

A number of neurotic disorders keeps growing, 
there is no time to close the doors of lunatic 
asylums behind persons who failed and cracked. 
The rest swallow sedatives and continue to 
perform a dance on a frying pan in an effort to 
manage everything.

But the science is still ahead, it develops new 
and new means for fulfilment of more and more 
tasks within minimum period of time.

In theory it must eliminate tensions; however, 
in practice the effect is happened to be just the 
opposite. If now I can do within an hour work on 
which earlier I spent two hours than it just means 
that within two hours I can do twice more. And 
instead of free time which might appear with 
coming of technical toys the scope of work 
increase and time allotted for its fulfilment 
decreases.

Upon that, technology doesn’t give us time 
to adapt our brains for growing loads – really, 
evolution is not able to double volume of the skull 
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annually. Nowadays we live in such time when 
this contradiction can’t be hidden: it just strikes 
the eyes of any human-being who thinks at least 
a bit. And the most terrible is that we haven’t got 
either ways of solution of this problem or even a 
general strategy. And our life experience about 
which historians like to talk will not help us out.

An attentive reader can notice that I promised 
to tell about the future, but discussed mainly the 
past and the present. It is true. There was almost 
anything about the future. Everything I want to 
say about the future has flashed just now through 
the mind of a person who read attentively this 
short text.

At the very this moment some part of the 
brain is constructing apocalyptic pictures of the 
outcome which will come inevitably. Let this one 
who has a voice argue.

In the meanwhile we have no choice but 
permanently turn our squirrel wheels by our 
legs in idle attempts to run quicker not to lose 
balance – and to keep in the same place. At least 
to keep in the same place…
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Motherboards Gigabyte Z97X-SOC Force and 
Z97X-SOC hit 9 world records

Gigabyte presents new line of motherboards 
of 9th series: Gigabyte Z97X-SOC Force and 
Z97X-SOC based on Intel Z97 Express (LGA 
1150 CPU). Motherboards provide great 
options for overclockers. As a matter of fact 
SOC acronym stands for Super Overclocking. 
Gigabyte’s laboratory tested motherboards 
in extreme modes and hit 9 world records of 
overclocking provided at: www.gigabyte.ru/
media/news/13964 with detailed specifications. 
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Main feature of overclocking motherboards 
(in addition to design) is line of special purpose 
onboard overclocking buttons and switches. 
Buttons provide for one-touch increase and 
multiplication, decrease and division, turning 
on and off various components without 
changing actual configuration. OC Brace allows 
motherboard mounting atop of old-fashioned 
box to use any devices (like four graphic cards 
at ones) not fearing to bend or to break it!

…Additionally the motherboard is fitted with 
numerous eSATA and USB ports!

No price was announced yet.

ASUS sweepstakes Google Nexus 7 tablet
ASUS started on-line quizze with humble 

name  – ASUS. Answers for seven questions of 
quizze (you need to google a lot) provide you 
with option to get brand new Google Nexus 
7 tabletphone (or ASUS Nexus 7, according to 
manufacturer). However it was brand new some 
six months ago, it remains being rather interesting 
model. Gadget with 7” IPS 1920 х 1200 resolution 
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based on Quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 
APQ8064, has 2 Gb RAM, 32 Gb internal storage, 
Ardeno 320 video proc, Bluetooth 4.0, HSPA+ 
and some other goodies providing for the retail 
price not less than RUB 15,000. 

Quizze is open from May 14 till 29, 2014 at: 
www.techlabs.by/viktorina_asus/viktorina.htm.

iStick – first flesh-memory for iOS devices 
If the iPhone won’t come to Terrence, then… 
Hyper started line of flask-sticks for iPhone, iPad 

and Mac. The manufacturing of memory drives 
with 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 Gb is planned to be 
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started in August of 2014. The device will be two-
sided with one fitted with Lightning and the other 
with USB interfaces to play content downloaded 
from PC to iOS devices. Content comprising 
various formats of audio-, video-, documents 
and images (with list of all features is provided 
at: www.kickstarter.com/projects/hypershop/
isticktm-usb-flash-drive-with-lightning-for-
iphone) may be played immediately from iStick 
without downloading onto iOS device. 

Prices for goodies were already announced: $65 
for 8 Gb on pre-order to $299 for 128 Gb in August.  
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See at www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_
lB3SZTyHQ.

Thermaltake Level 10 Titanium Edition  
Gaming Station – open titanium station

Thermaltake plans to present at Computex 
2014 (starts in June) special gaming edition of 
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Level 10 Titanium Edition Gaming Station – tower 
with built in bodies for components finished by 
black anodized light titanium.

Equipped with 6 EasySwap HDD bays joint 
section for three 5” devices and 4 advanced 
USB 3.0 ports on front panel. Thermaltake 
also announces asymmetric arrangement of 7 
robust vertical heatsinks and the horizontally 
located individual components creates a strong 
architectural statement, making it possible to 
take advantage of excellent airflow to vastly 
reduce temperatures on system components. 
Unfortunately till COMPUTEX Taipei 2014 there 
is mean to see it.

Titanium Edition is planned in limited edition 
of 500 units. Sales will be launched in start of fall. 
No price was announced yet.

Dos Owls ODIN – 
Android based portable projector

Dos Owls is planning for series production of a 
fancy gadget – portable projector combined with 
Android 4.4 KitKat microcomputer. The device of 
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smartphone size will be equipped with Quad-core 
ARM Cortex-A9, 1.6 GHz, 2 GB RAM, storage of 
8/16/32/64 Gb, Wi-Fi b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0, two USBs 
and one HDMA, audio input and output, built-in 
speakers 2 х 4 W. ODIN has no built in display and 
is controlled by mouse. The projector is provided 
with 115 Lumens ANSI 854 х 480 resolution and 
rechargeable battery of 2,100 mAh (enough for 40 
minutes of work in projector mode). ODIN allows 
making presentation just from the pocket or sharing 
some cartoons in the outdoor party.

More details see at www.dosowls.com. 
No price for device was announced yet. Launch 

data was not specified either.
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Far Cry 4 launch on November 18
Yves Guillemot CEO Ubisoft shared plans on 

release on sequel to successful shooter series. Far 
Cry 4 will release this year on November 18. The 
game will be available on both generations of 
consoles – PlayStation 4, Xbox One, PlayStation 
3 and Xbox 360 – along with Windows PC. He 
even shared some of storyline part: “Far Cry 
4 is set in Kyrat somewhere in Himalayas an 
untamed region currently ruled by a despotic 
self-appointed king” … It seems that this king 
is the arch villain, which is to be dealt by main 
hero. Players will be able to craft their own 
stories as they travel through this exotic open 
world teeming with wildlife. Far Cry 4 inherits 
open world system of the previous part. 

Dan Hay, Executive Producer Ubisoft confirmed 
the announcement and added on assortment of 
powerful weapons and diverse vehicles (probably 
stored in Himalayas) and said “Given the unique 
setting, we feel Far Cry 4 will stand out as a top 
first-person shooter and we’re eager to reveal more 
about the game in the coming months.” Let’s wait! 
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ASUS MeMO Pad ME176C  
onе Bay Trail unveiled

Leak from ASUS unveiled some details on mid-
tier budget tablet MeMO Pad ME176C. The device 
will use Atom Z3745 (Bay Trail-T) with 1.33 GHz 
with 7” IPS display with 1280 х 800 resolution, 
two cameras: rear camera - 5 megapixels, front-
facing one - 2 megapixels, Bluetooth 4.0, battery 
3,910 mAh, 1 Gb RAM and two storages (on 
choice): 8 or 16 GB. MeMO Pad ME176C will use 
Android 4.4 KitKat. The main feature is the price! 
As it was leaked, the retail price of the simplest 
configuration will start from $149!
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Darma: sitting wisdom

Key bane of computer era is hours beyond 
the monitor resulting in adinamia, scoliosis, 
ischias, thrombosis and helplessness in harsh 
conditions, not to mention poor eyes … Startup 
Darma developed gadget against all these 
problems – passivity tracker wireless sit-on 
smart cushion – Darma. The cushion may be 
placed on any armchair and its micro sensors 
will track sitting time, sitting posture, pulse, 
and any other similar events and conditions. 
Thereafter using Bluetooth Darma connects to 
desktop or portable devices whining on it shard 
life, uploading sitting statistics, stress level and 
remainders to correct posture. Not to mention 
the stand-up remainders motivating you to get 
up for a walk with slight kicks!

http://upweek.ru
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Final price of the gadget was not announced 
yet, however, the designer doctor Junhao Hu 
expects price of not more than $150.

Startup site darma.co.

ASRock Z97 Extreme6 motherboard  
with Ultra M.2 PCIe Gen3 x4

In ins official blog on Facebook Taiwanese 
ASRock posted on gamers oriented motherboard 
ASRock Z97 Extreme6 with Ultra M.2 PCIe Gen3 
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x4. The capacity of the Ultra M.2 PCIe Gen3 x4 is 
three times higher than that of PCIe x2 and one 
and half more than PCIe m.2 hitting to record 
high of 32 Gbit/sec! 

ASRock Z97 Extreme6 is based on Intel Z97 
Express logic and designed for CPU Intel Core of 
Haswell and Haswell Refresh families in LGA1150. 
Maximum RAM is 32 Gb. Date of launch and 
price were not announced yet.

Plantronics Voyager Edge:  
hands-free with charging case

Plantronics starts sales in Russia of Bluetooth 
hands-free Voyager Edge. Main feature of the 
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device is charge case station in form of pocket 
socket fitted with internal battery and charge 
indicator for hands-free and case. In case of 
recurrent storage in case the work time of hands-
free is increased by 10 hours (up to 16 hours) of 
talk time. 

Plantronics Voyager Edge uses multiple 
microphones to eliminate disruptive and 
unwanted background noises. Hands-free have 
no physical buttons and all controls are sensor 
based. Redirect calls to your phone or headset, 
pause music for incoming calls and automatically 
answer calls as you place the headset on your 
ear. Announces an incoming caller’s name, so 
you don’t have to check who’s calling before you 
answer. Hands-free supports spoken commands 
and understands Russian just from the box. 

See at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=hK16yfHp_
m0.

Price RUB 4,490.

Cliq NFC Case: Android  
based smartphone case with buttons
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Cliq wondered: why majority of smartphones 
does not use almost all area of rear cover. 
Therefore they developed smart Android case 
with three rubbed buttons that may be set to 
any application of the smart phone. 

Technology of these buttons was not yet 
patented therefore is kept classified. According 
to developers it is like NFC (Near Field 
Communication) but twice as better. To be short, 
the buttons are fit with battery free chips. Touch-
impacted the chips generate some signals and 
the installed software receiving such signals 
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making smartphone react as if the usual button 
was pushed. Thus the application allows for 
custom set of these three buttons: to camera, to 
player tuning or to start navigation. Meanwile 
Cliq plans to manufacture cases for smartphones 
by Samsung, Motorola, Google (LG) and LG, and 
probably will consider extending line. Preliminary 
price of the case starts at $30.

And they are clicking!
See at Kickstarter: www.kickstarter.com/

projects/2010029761/cliq-smartphone-cases-
with-superpowers.

Nokia Lumia 930: new flagship using Windows 
Phone 8.1 goes for pre-order in Russia

New flagship Nokia Lumia 930 goes for pre-or-
der n Europe and in Russia (e.g. at n-store.ru). 
Price in Russia is RUB 24,990 with delivery from 
June 30.

Device specifications include 5” display 1920 х 
1080 with со стеклом Gorilla Glass 3 and oleop-
hobic coating, quad-core Qualcomm Snapdrag-
on 800, 2.2 GHz, 2 Gb RAM, internal storage 32 
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Gb, 7 Gb of cloud storage in OneDrive, no slots 
for memory cards, battery 2,420 mAh, non-re-
movable, Bluetooth 4.0, NFC, LTE and camera 
20  megapixels. Full set as said, not to mention 
heap of useful software.

Barobot – cocktail robot
Sales of a new infernal machine called Baro-

bot is planned to be launched. Desktop device 
will be fit with 12 bottles of various beverages to 
make any cocktail. The only hard work remained 
for human is to place ice and olive. 

http://upweek.ru
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Barobot is controlled using 7” tablet with spe-
cial intuitive software, which is crystal clear for 
rather drunk person. The cocktail fan will need 
to push the icon with selected booze and get the 
result. Juke-box for cocktails in some way.

The retail price of the device is $2,500 in stand-
ard configuration and $5,900 in premium (with 
baseball bat under the bar top?). No beverages 
are included in the set (smile).

HTC One (M8) Prime will have composite  
case of aluminum with liquid silicon

http://upweek.ru
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Thrill the heart of the hi-tech fan! The new HTC 
One (M8) Prime (premium version HTC One (M8)) 
will have waterproof case of composite of alumi-
num carbide and liquid silicone. The phone will 
be heat resistant since such material has unique 
heat drawing properties, better than any metal 
has, or like that of ceramic tile protecting Buran! 

Other specifications of premium are also rather 
nice: quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 810, 3 
Gb RAM plus 5.5” display with WQHD (2560 х 
1440) resolution and new radio module Catego-
ry 6 LTE 4G allowing for wireless transfer of up to 
300 Mbps

However the price for the goodie was not an-
nounced, but eve guesses make me cry.

Yota cuts speed of p2p and VPN to 32 Kbps
Russian provider Yota posted in the official 

blog on Habrahabr (habrahabr.ru/company/
yota/blog/223305) on speed limitations for p2p 
and VPN up to 32 Kbps. 

Yota provides two reasons: technological and 
ideological. Technological is based on problems 
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caused by channel resources capture by numer-
ous connections from different IPs resulting in 
a few users overloading base stations. Ideologi-
cal reason is less plausible: Yota is attempting to 
“develop streaming video at the expense of peer 
to peer networks”. However no plausible expla-
nation for VPN speed cut was not provided yet. 
Probably this was done to heal users of web-par-
anoia … 
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Worth noting that these limitations are appli-
cable to tariffs of smartphones and tables. The 
PC tariffs users were freed of these troubles.

Select Comfort announces smart  
mattress of basic configuration for $1,000

American Select Comfort recently started 
manufacturing of smart beds Sleep Number. 
These beds are stuffed with sensors registering 
various data about sleeping persons comprising 
towing about, weight (with distribution), and 
other occupations (what for the bed designed 
for pampering and relaxation is used for?). The 
collected data are systemized using specific 
software SleepQ, and sent to smarts and tablets 
statistics and recommendations. In other words act 
as sleep tracker, big, fluffy and comfortable sleep 
tracker. However previously the price started from 
$2,200 to $5,000. Today Select Comfort extended 
family announcing mattress of basic configuration 
– Sleep Number Classic Series Bed. The price for 
the classic starts rather democratically at $1,000. 

I wish I could afford it…
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Review of WEXLER.
TAB 10Q tablet

In the XIX century the essentials for a man 
were an axe, a carrying pole and a night-cap. 
In the XXI century priorities have shifted– now 
they are a smartphone, a tablet and a scooter. 
Today we’ll be talking about tablets.

Mednikool
mednikool@mail.ru
Music: umba-umba
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Tablet is such a universal thing that helps you 
do everything! You can take pictures, talk on 
Skype, and you sure can go online and mock 
people that don’t have a tablet yet.

Wexler.TAB 10q that we’re looking at here be-
longs to a vast category of average price range– 
you can get it retail for about 10, 000 rubles. I’ll 
tell you the truth, it was really interesting to study 
the device, since they don’t pay much attention 
to ‘average class’ products, whereas those things 
have quite a lot to offer to a user.

First of all, Wexler.TAB 10q offers a great hous-
ing. The frame around the screen is made of a 
high-quality milky-white plastic with an addi-
tional thin aluminium lining. Back panel of the 
device is made of the same precious metal. As for 
the screen material (whether it’s glass or plastic), 
it’s not mentioned on the manufacturer’s site. 
My own testing with a little foam ball showed 
that double glass in a window frame screeches 
more than Wexler display. On the other hand, 
almost no screeching of the housing, speaking 
for its perfect stiffness and great resistance to 
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twisting mean that the screen is rather glass 
than plastic. 

When it’s off, the tablet looks really cool, but it 
looks even cooler when it’s on. You won’t have to 
look for the Power button for too long – it’s on 
the right, on the top end. In the same place, but 
on the left, there are four terminals: for connect-
ing an external feeding adapter, headphones (a 
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standard, 3.5-mm MIC jack), microUSB and mi-
ni-HDMI outlet.

However, the most interesting is on the tablet’s 
back panel. If a user fails to look at the manual, 
one will only see a blinker of a five-pixel caners 
and a little button of a flashlight. And if a user 
bothers to notice the ‘remove back panel here’ 
words in a brief manual, then easily pick it up 
with a nail where shown and then remove this 
fine plastic strip very tenderly and without trying 
too hard, under it one will notice two terminals 
for SIM-cards (GSM and 3G), a slot for microSD 
memory card and a Reset opening. And may the 
Force help him not to break this strip when plac-
ing it where it belongs.

Right after the tablet is switched on, there 
appears a wonderful, clear and colorful Im-
age (that’s right, capital I!). Viewing angles of 
the Image are definitely worth mentioning. 
Though it would be weird if an IPS-matrix with 
a 1,280 х 800 px resolution and a LED-back-
light would have any problems with the Im-
age.
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Navigation in the operating system is fast and 
almost delay-free. And that’s on account of a 
videocard (PowerVR SGX544), a quite powerful 
quad-core processor Cortex-A7 (MTK MT8389 
model) with 1.2 GHz frequency and, of course, 
thanks to 16 GB of DDR3 RAM.

However, despite the fact that the tablet is 
quite ‘feisty’ in standard application, it’s not 
quite a game pad. This deep thought occurred 
to me after doing some standard tests – AnTuTu 
and Vellamo (they are available at Google Play). 
Thus, for an AnTuTu performance test, total result 
amounted to about 13,500 points. According to 
this program scale, Wexler.TAB 10q is in the third 
from the top device group (with a capacity from 
12,000 to 20,000 points). HTML5 test result for 
Vellamo was 1,467 points, and for Metal test the 
result was 497, which is not so great either. How-
ever, these figures tell you that if you pay 10,000 
rubles instead of 30,000, you shouldn’t expect 
too much: ‘production market’ has very clear 
segments and tricking it will not work. In any 
case, playing very resource-intensive games on 
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a tablet (I want to point it out again: I mean only 
resource-intensive games and not your standard 
fun applications – Editor’s note) is quite a pecu-
liar thing that you could go by without this time.

So what can be appealing for a ‘standard’ user 
in Wexler.TAB 10q? Well, it’s all the other stuff! 
With this tablet you can surf the Internet, log on 
to office Wi-Fi or you can listen to music and read 
e-books using your own SIM-card and 3G-mod-
ule… And in case a user, being too absorbed in 
listening or reading, finds himself in a strange 
place, he’ll be able to quickly identify his location 
and find a way out of there thanks to a fast-start-
ing and precise GPS-module (A-GPS-enabled). 
To keep a little memento of the adventure, user 
can quickly take a couple of pictures with a 
front-facing camera (provided he doesn’t spend 
too much time with extra settings). 

Situation with the video is also quite good. 
Playback of videos with resolution up to 720p 
is smooth and has good quality. I would like to 
point out high speed of Wi-Fi module (802.11 
b/g/n) and of the whole image route in general. 
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This, in particular, allows playback of stream vid-
eos from other devices in local network, for ex-
ample, from network drives. However, it should 
be noted that you also have to be reasonable 
here - playback of heavy and exotic-format vid-
eos is not guaranteed, and the reason for that 
is operational system limitation and not the de-
vice’s hardware.

A common ‘drawback’ of average-priced de-
vices is not a very attractive exterior and insuffi-
cient capacity. Wexler.TAB 10q is a good example 
of compromise between design, capacity, build 
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quality and, of course, the price. Even though 
this tablet belongs to a standard category of 
‘E-companion’, it looks and feels like a more ex-
pensive premium-device. This is a device that 
won’t make you blush when you pull it out on 
your ‘elite’ public transport or, when you hit the 
next level, it’ll be nice to fix it to you personal 
car’s panel as a navigator. Another thing is that 
Wexler.TAB 10q is not that bad of a gift: modern, 
useful and not very expensive.

Device: Wexler.TAB 10q tablet
Price: RUR 9,500. 
Operating system: Android Jelly Bean 4.2
Processor: Cortex-A7 (MTK MT8389), 4 cores
RAM: DDR3, 16 GB
Wireless interface: GSM, 3G, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 
Battery: 6,000 mAh (reading – up to 10 hours, 
video – up to 8 hours)
Charging: charger (as one set), microUSB
Dimensions: 194 х 144 х 10 mm
Weight: 619 g
Further information: wexler.ru
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Radeon R9 290/290X: 
use advice

This material can be considered to be a free 
rendition of FAQ on Radeon R9 290 and 290X 
video cards. The source for this information is 
my own experience, as well as someone else’s 
that I gained from personal communication 
with specialists, reading the Internet and 
discussions on forums. 

Mazur
 mazur363@mail.ru

Music: Counterstrike
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I believe this material will be useful for those 
who already purchased the above-mentioned 
cards, as well as for those, who is just planning 
on buying some two hundred and ninety. This 
material will probably be even more useful for 
the latter, since they will find the details on ad-
vantages and disadvantages of R9 290 and 290X 
made by various manufacturers below. All as-
pects of using these devices cannot be covered 
in this article, but if there are requests to con-
tinue and/or express one’s own opinion on the 
subject, there will appear the second and the 
third parts of the material. At that, let me finish 
with the introduction and move on to the dis-
cussion subject.

I assume that my readers already possess some 
basic knowledge on 290 family of AMD Radeon 
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graphic cards and I will not have to go through 
this information again. In case you forgot or 
missed something from the pilot material on the 
subject, you can always find what you need in 
649 issue of the magazine .

So, Radeon R9 290 and R9 290X, are top sin-
gle-chip solutions by AMD. Many people like 
them because of their capacity and price (you 
can get an ‘x’ version for 16,500 rubles, and a 
‘non-x’ version - for 15,000 rubles, excluding un-
official offers). Among disadvantages of refer-
ence solutions, there is noise level, which is very 
audible during loading, even from the housing 
(especially if it has lousy ventilation). As always, 
there are two ways out: you either buy a non-ref-
erence with a quiet cooling system, or you mod-
ify /change the cooling system on the reference 
device and thus, lose the warranty. Now, let’s dis-
cuss each variant in more detail.

Buying a non-reference is the easiest way, es-
pecially if you’re still contemplating about a 
video card and haven’t spent your money yet. 
Since most whining about references was due to 
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their noise level, AMD partners rushed to elimi-
nate thus flaw, thus, making their devices more 
attractive than stock items with a single-turbine 
cooler. The most popular version is by Sapphire, 
called Tri-X, which is famous for its quiet opera-
tion, enhanced frequency of its graphic proces-
sor (50 MHz – it’s not a big deal, but nevertheless 
a nice bonus!) and its affordable price. There are 
also disadvantages, such as casing that rattles 
at certain frequency and chokes of the power 
sub-system that ‘crackle’ (on video card) at 250-
350 fps during games that are not resource-in-
tensive. Both the first and the second problems 
are not very common and even if they do hap-
pen, they can be fixed without losing the war-
ranty. Most people just forget about the ‘loud’ 
chokes since the squeak is not continuous, it oc-
curs only occasionally, and it is not loud. If there’s 
just absolutely no way for you to deal with it and 
it bothers you like hell, you can start the vertical 
synchronizing and the choke noise will go away. 
The second popular device is ASUS, mostly be-
cause of its name and reputation, and not be-
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cause of its features (by the way, certain models 
also have problems with rattling of plastic cooler 
elements). Then comes MSI, and the last in the 
rating is Gigabyte with its three-fan cooling sys-
tem. In practice it appears that Gigabyte saved 
a little bit too much on its 290/290X, and they 
receive the biggest number of complaints, due 
to their underdeveloped (or rather badly modi-
fied) cooling system, which is quiet but not at all 
efficient.

Modification and replacing of cooling system is 
mainly done by happy owners of a reference (or 
a non-reference) who want better capacity and/
or noise level results. I wasn’t kidding about hap-
py owners, since AMD reference solution is, as 
usual, well developed and polished, and it is this 
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system that serves as reference for the majority 
of alternative cooling systems. One of the most 
popular solutions are the ones by Arctic Cool-
ing: Accelero air versions called Xtreme IV and 
Twin Turbo III, and a liquid Hybrid II 120 version. 
Xtreme versions already deserve a medal, since 
they have existed on the market for the fifth 
year without any modifications, with occasion-
al updated fixings for newly produced boards. 
Twin Turbo III is a similar solution (heat pipes, 
aluminium ribs and branded multiblade fans), 
only, perhaps, less long and more tall. It is, so 
to say, a modified version of Xtreme IV for large 
barebones and short desktops. Liquid version 
of video card cooling system by Arctic Cooling 
is a re-branded and ready to use liquid Asetek, 
supplemented with a branded radiator for mem-
ory chips and power sub-system elements. Liq-
uid-cooling system is as simple as ABC, which 
proved its efficiency during years of operation 
and re-branding. There’s not a single company 
that hasn’t used it in its products! AMD, ASUS, 
Corsair, Antec, Enermax… It has a minor flaw, 
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though: it can be quite often undercharged, 
which can be identified by recurrent quiet gur-
gling during operation. I suspect that this was 
done on purpose, so that the air bubble does 
not release any liquid in case of temperature 
increase, hoses are to be disconnected. It’s big-
ger in some places and smaller in the others but 
it does not affect performance characteristics. 
The system that is sufficiently charged, demon-
strates the results that are 1-3 degrees better 
than those for the stock systems. Important rule: 
never charge Asetek cooling systems with water. 
It is much more preferable to use branded an-
ti-freezing liquid, which goes well with copper, 
aluminium, and does not have any corrosive ef-
fect on rubber.

If you’re still capable of doing something with 
your own hands, then you can modify and com-
plete the cooling system that is installed on the 
majority of reference variants. The quality of 
components (radiator, base, fan) is great; how-
ever, don’t expect silent operation, as it works 
in three modes: quiet 2D, medium-loud 3D and 
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deafeningly loud but cool 3D. Firstly, the manu-
facturer (that is AMD) knew that cooling system 
tends to work loudly and decided to solve this 
problem with the number of fan turns. The result 
was throttling of the core when heating up above 
90 degrees Celsius in resource-intensive applica-
tions. That definitely adversely affected the re-
sults. During the next updating of drivers, this 
flaw was cleared, so users stopped complaining 
about low results, but now they started whining 
about the noise. This problem can be partially 
solved by yourself, using an angle grinder or a 
dremel tool (head piece is a cutoff reinforced 
disc and finely broken stone from electrocorun-
dum) for finishing a fixing frame. Finishing in 
this case is removing the bars of the shaped lat-
tice and metal around it, in order to obtain the 
maximum surface area of the ‘exhaust opening’. 
This simple step will allow you to go down by 4 
degrees during loading without increasing the 
cooler turns. If turns are raised 28-33% from the 
maximum level and fresh air supply is provided 
to the inlet opening of the turbine, then maxi-
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mum temperature during games drops down to 
63-68 degrees. 

You can go further and install a water block 
on your graphic processor, since the frame does 
not interfere with close contact of non-reference 
base radiators with the chip. But then how to 
remove the standard radiator, which is fixed to 
evaporating chamber, which, in its turn, is sol-
dered to aluminium base? You could remove it 
all, but then you’ll have to make radiators for 
memory chips, power keys in power system and 
chokes … The answer is simple: you have to heat 
up the entire radiator to solder melting temper-
ature (which is 180-190 degrees) and remove 
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the evaporating chamber from the base. Heat-
ing can be done with a construction dryer or in a 
furnace. The second variant is better, because it 
ensures gradual even heating, but you’ll have to 
interfere a lot and check the process, because in 
case of overheating, evaporating chamber might 
depressurize, which is undesirable.

In the opening that has been formed, you can 
easily install almost any all-purpose water block 
for video cards, with the help of a self-made 
bracket and a back plate (the latter is obliga-
tory, or otherwise, there will be no hold-down, 
or laminated fabric will be deformed and video 
card will fail very quickly).

And speaking of power components. Heat-re-
moving cover on these is connected to one of 
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the outlets, so do not install just a radiator with-
out an electrically-insulating heat-conducting 
gasket. Such a gasket can be taken from power 
supply blocks (from a PC or a printer) or you can 
get it at a store. At the very least, you can use 
mica, but this material is fragile, so be careful 
when using it. Another option is to make an in-
dividual radiator for each microchip, place it in 
casing made of heat-resistant insulating material 
and clamp it down, but this might be quite diffi-
cult, because it is necessary to strictly follow ra-
diator sizes. And it also wouldn’t hurt to make a 
small fan for blowing off the radiators (self-made 
or standard).
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Installation of a good cooling system always 
shows good results: 40-60 degrees on graphic 
processor during loading, memory is not heated 
above 45 degrees, and power elements of power 
supply circuits   up to 70 degrees. Such param-
eters will allow heating it up for the video card 
without the risk of seriously reducing its service 
life. For example, at 1.35 V you can get stable  
1,150-1,200 MHz depending on the quality of 
GPU cooling system, and good memory parame-
ters are  – 1,400 (5,600) – 1,500 (6,000) MHz. Volt-
age and frequency can be increased using vendor 
tools by Sapphire (TriXX) and MSI (Afterburner). 
Except for frequency, those allow flexible control 
over cooler turns, fixed presetting of voltage, etc. 
Do not forget the important rule: before doing 
something, it’s important to understand why this 
action is about to happen, what it might lead to 
and what the consequences might be. Let me re-
mind you, just in case, that temperatures above 
80 degrees are bad for the card, so they’d better 
not exceed 65-70 degrees. Right, the official fig-
ures state the range of 94 degrees (that’s the limit 
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when frequency throttling starts), but I would not 
reach such temperatures on GPU if I were you.

In conclusion, a few words about drivers. It is 
well-known that adjustment of software for a 
specific product is a lengthy process, especially 
when you have to go through many stages for 
all bug reports, with lots of changes on the way. 
That is why during the first three months after the 
announcement, Internet was filled with negative 
reviews on unclear delays and lags of fps after 
something_less_powerful was replaced with R9 
290/290X. Now the situation with the drivers is 
much better, though there are still some minor 
glitches. It wasn’t’ until recently, that a two-chip 
version of card called R9 295X was released, and 
now many efforts are concentrated on its sta-
ble operation in CrossFire mode. So I’m urging 
all owners of the series 290 to always monitor 
the updates and especially their accompanying 
documents, not rush with their installation and 
enquire the opinions on forums. And also avoid 
Catalyst 14.1 in all its variants – way too many 
rotten tomatoes in that direction.
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Apacer AH174 Football 
Mobile Flash Drive

Арасеr has recently made our day with a 
new mobile flash drive. For the last year, it has 
been the fourth or fifth flash drive by Apacer 
not counting SSDs and memory modules. And 
why not, it is a quite convenient business: SSDs 
are expensive, and you won’t earn a fortune by 
selling RAM (desktops are now being bought 
less frequently, and people do not strive to 
install memories on their laptops).

Mazur
 mazur363@mail.ru
Music: Arrhythmia
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And flash drives are always in favor, they are 
like consumables: they either get broken, lost, 
or run out of space. Besides, different design 
solutions and implementations whip up the de-
mand and assembling of collections. Not long 
ago, the manufacturers put two and two togeth-
er and started to install microUSB connectors 
instead of ordinary ones for connection of flash 
drives to multiple tablets and smartphones – 
hence, you get the second round of sales. Now 
the same, but with a small USB: for the great-
er interest they diversified the color range and 
shapes, wrapped them into bright packages, 
and here we go.

I’m now holding in my hands a new mobile 
flash drive, AH174 model, which reminds a ball 
in shape. Though, the ball is slightly flat, but it 
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doesn’t make it less practical. It is a plumpy but-
ton, 31 mm in diameter, with 6.5 mm protruding 
pin of microUSB connector. Opposite to it, there 
is a hole for a string or a chain. The basic vari-
ant of a “nice and slimpsy” chain is supplied in 
package and looks like not a thing for holding 
the flash drive on a hook, but rather like a deco-
rative accessory. Well, we are not that proud, we 
quickly replaced the chain with a four-link chain 
of 1.5 mm diameter wire. Now it will stay in place 
for sure.

From the technical point of view, AH174 con-
sists of two parts: the flash drive itself in a steel 
housing and a rubber ball-shaped casing. One 
fits quite securely into the other and doesn’t fall 
out itself. Extremely cautious persons may use 
glue for additional fixing of a flash drive in the 
casing. The casing may be of three colors: red, 
green, and blue. 

The speed properties are not remarkable, but 
that’s not what is desperately needed: flash 
drives of such type exist for more than ten years, 
nobody to surprise. The scope of supply includes 
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a microUSB/ordinary full-size USB connector, so 
that you can share data with a laptop or a desk-
top computer. It does not warms up to much 
when running, the maximum temperature is 41 
degrees centigrade. It’s a pity that the adapter 
doesn’t have a hole, otherwise I would hang it 
close to the football…

All in all, you can buy a new flash drive as a gift 
for your football-fan friends, let them be happy. 
The only thing left is wait until AH174 appears in 
the market.

Gadget: Apacer AH174 
Football mobile flash drive
Price: N/A
Connector: microUSB
Capacity: 32 GB
Additionally: microUSB-
USB adapter, OTG
Weight: 7.5 g
Dimensions: 35 х 31 х 11 mm
Details: 
eu.apacer.com
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Xerox WorkCentre 3615  
Multifunction Device

In these late hours of a hot summer day, I 
would like to tell you about Xerox WorkCentre 
3615 multifunction device, a small drawer unit 
without wheels, but with drawers for paper. 
It is able to: print, scan, copy, send faxes and 
ionize the air.

Mazur
 mazur363@mail.ru

Music: Adroit
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The last one is an additional option which man-
ifests itself only under an increased load on the 
printing system of 3615 device.

The drawer unit is evidently designed for offic-
es, as it is quite difficult to produce 110,000 pag-
es per month at home, except for, you are going 
to print out a volume of “War and Peace” every 
day. It is noteworthy that a cartridge lasts for less 
than 6,000 A4 papers, which is less than 10% of 
a monthly resource. Such a small capacity of 
cartridges for office appliances has always sur-
prised me; apparently, otherwise you won’t earn 
by selling such combined machines. The price of 
this multifunction device cannot be called hu-
mane – slightly lower than 1,000 USD. But after 
several days of active use (diligently simulated 
a small office in my apartment) I realized what 
they asked money for. This mini drawer unit of 
white color is very convenient in use. 4.3” bright 
screen, big buttons with intuitive functions, sim-
plicity of setting after the first reading of the 
manual. And yes, you need to read the manuals 
to Xerox multifunction devices, and the more se-
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rious the device is, the harder should you read 
the book attached to adjust all and everything. 
For example, once I have to set a serious color 
laser printer, also by Xerox, and also WorkCentre, 
of series 2000, with additional feeders. I couldn’t 
stop rushing form the computer to the manual 
and from the manual to the multifunction device 
even for a minute during two days. Keeping in 
mind my previous experience, I spent an hour 
for adjusting 3615.

Surprisingly to myself, I have practically noth-
ing to say about this device. It works, and it works 
well. The first page flies out less than in 10 sec., the 
automatic feeder of the scanner houses sixty A4 
sheets, and the noise approximately complies with 
the specified fifty and half decibels. The printing 
quality is traditionally good (you bet, a new multi-
function device with a new original cartridge!). So, 
practically all specifications stated are honestly 
shown by the device. “Practically” because I didn’t 
manage to spend the whole cartridge, as it turned 
out to be too difficult to find 111,000 pages per 
months to print. I even got bored.
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Basing on the results of my brief review, I can 
say only one thing: the device is good and con-
venient, and is able to do things stated in the 
specifications. If you didn’t manage to set some-
thing, and the manual says that this “something” 
exists and works, it means that you were looking 
in the wrong place and pressing the wrong but-
ton. Believe me, I’ve been in such situations, and 
not once, and all the times it turned out that due 
to an alternative way of thinking the necessary 
option is hidden in the very depth of another 
menu. I suppose, it can be referred to disadvan-
tages of Xerox products – an alternative logic. 
Which, nevertheless, doesn’t prevent them from 
the proper execution of their duties.

Device: Xerox WorkCentre 3615 multifunction 
device
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Price: 30,000 RuR
Capabilities: printer/scanner/copier/fax
Printing type: black and white, laser
Printing resource: 110,000 pages/month
Resolution for black-and-white print: 1,200 x 
1,200 dpi
Printing rate: 47 pages/min
Scanner type: flat-bed/pass-through, А4
Color depth: 24 bit
Scanner resolution: 1,200 x 1,200 dpi
Capacity of automatic scanner feeder:  
60 sheets
Copying rate: 40 pages/min (black-and-white, 
А4)
Paper feeding tray: 700 sheets
Resource of black-and-white cartridge:  
5,900 pages
Interfaces: Ethernet (RJ-45), USB 2.0
Languages: PostScript 3, PCL 5e, PCL 6, PDF
Display: 4.3’’, color
Dimensions: 495 x 549 x 492 mm
Weight: 21.5 kg
Details: www.xerostore.ru
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About Video Cards, Power Supply 
Units and Shortfall of “Express” 
Lines

You can send your questions, wishes, comments 
and remarks by the following address: m@upweek.
ru, and technical topics can also be discussed in the 
Technical Support section of our group in VK (vk.
com/upweek). Answers to technical questions will 
be published in the Technical Support category, and 
we will take into account your wishes and remarks to 
the posted material for the future. Important issue 
when writing a letter: “hardwaresupport” combina-
tion of letters shall be entered in the Subject field 
(without quotation marks and with lower case), oth-
erwise the spam filter will direct the massage to rub-
bish, which is deleted daily without viewing. Alas, it 
is a least-evil solution to protect us against a huge 
amount of rubbish overflowing any open mailboxes.

Mazur
mazur363@mail.ru

Music: Current Value
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Q: My system: А10-5800K, mother board – giga 
F2A75M, video card – Gigabyte GTX 770, pow-
er supply unit – Zalman ZM600-LX, RAM – 4 GB, 
Hynix DDR3-1333 (two cards). I bought a video 
card not long ago, maybe two weeks ago. I in-
stalled a new operating system (Windows 8), and 
installed the latest drivers. The problem is as fol-
lows: the games show the “application so-and-so 
stopped” error, but it doesn’t happen with all the 
games. Most frequently in happens with the Thief, 
mainly at one and the same place, there were also 
some cases with Batman 2. I’ve tried to reduce 
the clock frequency, change the graphics settings 
– the result is the same: the games keep showing 
the same error massage. I removed GTX 770 and 
tried to play the problematic games (showing the 
error massage) using the inbuilt video sequence – 
all three times from the very beginning and to the 
one and the same moment; there were no error 
massages, complete stability. I installed GTX 770 
back, and the first try was successful, but then the 
situation repeated. What is the reason? Is it the 
drivers’ or the card’s fault?
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A: The answer is in the question: as soon as 
Gigabyte video card is removed from the sys-
tem, the glitches disappear. My first idea would 
have been to blame the power supply unit, like, 
it is lacking watts for GTX 770, but I’ve experi-
enced several cases after which my opinion on 
Gigabyte cards has changed to the worse. So, 
in this situation the recommendation is: check 
your video card in another system or preferably 
take it to a service center for diagnostics and 
ask them to test the card with the applications, 
which are the hardest for it (Thief 3, Batman 2). 
Chances are high that it will be replaced without 
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any problems, as similar situations (glitches of 
Gigabyte cards in a non-reference design) hap-
pen quite frequently. If, suddenly, GTX 770 turns 
out to be okay and correctly working in other 
systems, then it makes sense to blame the power 
supply board and the mother board – they are 
the second and the third to check.

Q: When I shut down the computer, after the 
“Shutting Down” screen, BSoD appears, and it 
doesn’t happen during each shut-down, but from 
time to time, and I haven’t revealed any regular-
ity. After the hang-up, the PC doesn’t manage 
to start at once: I have to enter BIOS, save the 
parameters set, and the Windows starts only af-
ter these activities. Sometimes I have to reset the 
whole system by shutting down the power supply 
unit with a button and waiting for thirty seconds 
or so. Sometimes, already during operation the 
following error appears: “nvlddmkm video driver 
stopped to respond and was successfully restored”, 
after which the computer hangs up or reboots. 
I’ve tried to scan the memory with the Memtest 
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– all was perfect. I’ve also checked the hardware, 
changed the mother board, reinstalled the Win-
dows, installed the Microsoft patch, run the video 
card with Furmark (“bublik”)… All tests went well, 
no hang-ups, no problems. Moreover, I’ve upgrad-
ed the motherboard firmware, installed the lat-
est divers for the video card. Configuration: Core 
i7-3930K, ASUS ROG Rampage IV Black Edition 
X79, Gigabyte GV-N78TD5-3GD-B, Corsair Dom-
inator Platinum CMD8GX3M2A1866C9 (4 GB, 
two cards), SSD Samsung 840 PRO Series, power 
supply unit – Cooler Master Silent Pro (1,000 W). 
What else can I do to find the glitch cause?

A: Something is wrong with the processor or 
the memory, as such error massage (“nvlddmkm 
video driver stopped to respond and was suc-
cessfully restored”) frequently occurs because 
of a glitching configuration, and not because of 
the problems with a driver and/or a video card. 
So, the video card may be the cause, but it mis-
behaves not through a fault of cack-handed as-
semblers or driver-writers in NVIDIA, but due to 
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the lack of power supply, bad contact in connec-
tor(s), or something similar.

Strange as it may seem, but such elements as 
the mother board, RAM and power supply unit 
may be the cause of glitches. For example, the 
processor and memory parameters of the moth-
er board are set incorrectly “by default” (voltag-
es are underrated, timing is less than in SPD), 
which leads to periodic errors. Hence the first 
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recommendation: check the values specified in 
BIOS for all elements (voltages, timing, frequen-
cies), set the rated values instead of “Auto” (they 
can easily be found on the Internet both for CPU 
and RAM). It will also be good to visit the moth-
er board manufacturer’s web-site and check for 
new firmware versions and read documents to 
them – what if it is a BIOS glitch which is already 
debugged. 

In its turn, the RAM may be incompatible with 
this mother board. It is a rare situation, but may 
happen especially with the branded “overclock” 
memory. I’ve personally faced with such prob-
lems with OCZ, Corsair, Kingston. A similar situ-
ation may be with the power supply unit – one 
or several system elements can conflict with it. 
I’ve also experienced such a problem with 1,000-
watt model of Cooler Master, though the quality 
of unit manufacturing was brilliant – quiet, with 
separate voltage regulation, the specified power 
was generated without any problems and with 
the minimum deviations of voltage from the ide-
al values.
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Q: When playing heavy games (Crysis 3, Far 
Cry  3), I started to observe 2-3 sec freezes with 
intervals from 2 min to 10 sec. The picture freezes 
and the sound goes on, the processor and video 
card graphs fall down to 0 fps. What may be the 
problem? Hardware: video card – GTX 760, pro-
cessor – Intel (4 cores, 8 streams), hard drive – 
2 TB, SATA, power supply unit – Hipro (450 W). 
During stress tests, the processor warms up to 54° 
maximum; during continuous operation with the 
complete loading of cores, the video card warms 
up to 81°, without fall-downs, all is good. The vid-
eo card package shows that the power supply unit 
is minimum 550 W, but I thought 450 W should be 
enough, all the more so the power unit is normal, 
not a Codegen. The video card didn’t start with 
the standard adapters, the ones in the package, it 
started only when I connected it via SATA-PCI-E 
6-pin adapter, and I needed two such adapters, 
and one 6-pin adapter from the unit I also used 
for the video card. What can that be? I suspect 
that the power of the supply unit is not enough, 
or the video card causes problems (bought it in a 
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discount store), or maybe I damaged it when in-
stalling to mother board.

A: And again the answer is in the question. 
The power supply unit has already given you 
a hint that its power is not enough. Of course, 
the failure to start up may have been caused by 
overloading of one of +12 V subchannels, but it 
requires checking even if the calculations show 
that 450-watt model is more than enough. Use a 
multimeter for checking and make all measure-
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ments under load, preferably, in the situations 
described by you: Crysis 3 or Far Cry 3, during 
freezes. Seems like Hipro does not produce rub-
bish, but ageing shall not be disregarded, and, 
besides, these power supply units have never 
been the leaders of stable operation at maxi-
mum power. 

By the way, about using mismatching adapters 
for connection of video cards. I strongly do not 
recommend using them as is, since additional 
connectors increase the total resistance of a sup-
plying line, which negatively impacts the volts 
“coming to the card”. It shall also be taken into 
account that even five hard drives consume less 
power after the start than one hi-end video card 
(which GTX 760 may be referred to, although, 
with some restrictions). It is taken into account 
when designing the power supply units: cords 
with SATA and molex may be combined with a 
subchannel supplying the mother board via +12 
channel, restriction – 18-20 A. So, it turns out 
that the mother board (together with the pro-
cessor) consumes approximately 150 W via +12, 
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and also two hard drives, 30 W each, which in 
total gives 180 W, and the protection does not 
trip. And then someone will power up the video 
card via adapters, and it will consume approxi-
mately 100 W from the “accumulative” connec-
tors (SATA and molex). Via one wire and with two 
connectors. I assure you it won’t end good. In 
some case, the contacts melted in connectors 
because the adapters used were assembled by 
the “simpler and without extra costs” principle, 
and not by “we need to select contacts and con-
nectors basing on the maximum current with 
some reserve” principle.

Q: I have video card GTX 650 Ti Boost by Palit, 
I installed it, it works normally, but “Aida” shows 
that the connector functions in x4 mode. How can 
that be, I installed it in PCI-E x16, and the second 
card works absolutely normally in the same com-
puter, it becomes x16 itself. Why so?

A: Because not all the things work automat-
ically as they should. I’ve seen cases when ref-
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erence cards in the very expensive overclock 
boards started up in full-rate PCI-E only with 
the hard setting of the operation mode in BIOS 
Setup Menu, with complete misbehaving before 
that. So, the first recommendation is: check the 
mother board in BIOS for the operation modes 
of PCI-Ex slots, and if it is possible to set there 
the exact value instead of “Auto”, I recommend 
to use this option.

The second possible cause is contaminat-
ed contacts of the mother board or video card. 
Sometimes, dirt and dust settling on contacts 
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may get inside the connectors, which does not 
allow the system to identify a device correctly 
during the start-up and run with it “on all cylin-
ders”. Since other video cards functioned with-
out any problems with all 16 lines, I also recom-
mend to check the video card for operability (for 
example, by installing it in another system unit) 
and integrity of minor SMD elements, especially, 
around PCI-E slot.

Q: The system consumes a lot under load, power 
supply unit – 550 W, it creates noise as a fighter 
plane. The power supply unit is 4-year old, model 
– Corsair 750W. I cleaned it with a vacuum clean-
er, but didn’t disassemble the PSU. If I remember 
it right, it wasn’t quiet from the very beginning, it 
was noisy when three years ago three v GTX 285 
video cards were installed in the system. Maybe 
it is possible to correct the situation somehow to 
make the PSU stop hooting?  Shall the fan be re-
placed with a quieter one? Or then the PSU will 
start overheating and it is easier to replace it with 
another one of higher power?
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A: You can replace the fan, or you can buy a new 
power supply unit depending on what is simpler 
to you. The replacement of the fan will definitely 
cause test system runs to check overheating of 
elements in the power supply unit at significant 
loads; but it is cheap even if you have to replace/
expand heat sinks. You will spend much less time 
for replacement of the power supply unit, but it 
will be much more expensive.

If we are talking about a power supply unit of CX se-
ries, then for sure you will need to expand heat sinks, 
and then you can leave an old fan. CX is a budget 
series of Corsair without any special features like sep-
arate voltage regulations, and such devices operate 
normally under a continuous load not exceeding 2/3 
of the specified power. The temperature conditions in 
the low-voltage part cannot be called relaxed – heat 
sinks are small, and power is significant. On the whole, 
you shall select the simplest way out of the situation, 
but I would recommend looking for a replacement 
for you current power supply unit not only taking 
power into account, but also the brand: sometimes, a 
700 W model functions better than 1,000 W model.
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The best free Android 
applications.  
Menu for a week

Honesty is the best policy, but not in the digital 
world. Twitter developers stated this unpleasant, but 
obvious fact, adding both in the last update of their 
official client and microblog web-interface an option 
allowing to invisibly ignore twits from certain contacts 
not unsubscribing them. 

Aleksey Kutovenko
alteridem@rambler.ru

Music: Peter Gabriel
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In other words, now we can pretend everything is 
fine and we are still very much interested, but in fact 
lightly ignoring a portion of another rambling from 
an overly talkative but kind of a friendly twitterer.
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The week in the world of Android apps was 
marked by the first billion get: Google announced 
over 1 billion downloads of the official client for 
Gmail. The number of unique accounts referred 
to download the application was counted. 
Let’s congratulate the “Good corporation” that 
managed to promote their mailing service and 
was the first to build their advertising policy on 
scanning texts of their users’ messages, and try 
to become a bit better. And new additions to 
Google Play will help us.

There is one observation dedicated to a 
person’s understanding of his place among 
people like him: we realize only a quarter of our 
own behavior. Another quarter is our own but 
not necessarily true ideas of how other people 
perceive us. The third quarter is what surrounding 
people really notice in us, which is at the same 
time invisible to us. And, finally, the remaining 
25% is what is hidden inside and not visible to 
anybody at all. A couple of new applications 
allows to take a new look at our own life. Each 
program – differently.
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The stated goal of HabitBull is habit management. 
It is a book, an organizer and a companion 
application. The program is available only in English, 
so here is a little information on how it works.
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Habits are a powerful thing; they can both help 
and interfere. The problem is that we often simply 
do not notice our own repetitive actions that are 
harmful or just unpleasant. Besides, there is no 
point in pretending otherwise, we often happen 
to be too inert to fall into useful habits: do 
morning exercises, wash dishes after meal and 
not before, do not swear, call our nearest and 
dearest, read good books. Of course, HabitBull 
will not be able do it all for us, but it will try to 
help get rid of harmful habits and fall into useful 
ones. It is based on some concepts of a cognitive 
behavioral therapy, according to which habits 
can be trained. They are only repeating actions, 
if we realize them or even better – visualize them 
– we can learn and train new habits. It is also 
possible to lose habits as well – we will just need 
knowingly not to take habitual actions.

How can we solve such a problem? Simply put: 
we are offered to fill in a list of our habits and mark 
days in a built-in calendar when we managed to 
stick to or get rid of them, and days when failed. 
In a while, this simple action will visualize your 
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successes, motivate you and show where you 
are still failing. Such approach is far simpler than 
the more formal traditional organizers. They are 
good for planning your business life, but worse 
for motivational purposes as to the habits.
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HabitBull has a few competitors, and among 
them it is probably the most easy-to-use 
application. Two types of habits are supported: 
“Yes/No”, stating the simple fact of taking any 
action, for example, a number of exercises. 
Besides, you are offered to choose a subject 
category of your habit. Rather flexible options 
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of goal setting are available at the second stage. 
You can not only stick to particular numbers, 
but also set a goal to take more or less certain 
actions than you usually afford.

To visualize successes, the application has 
a built-in calendar that allows to assess the 
situation. At the end of each day, the program 
asks if you managed to achieve assigned tasks. 
If yes, then the calendar will mark this day with 
a green circle, if not – with a red one. Looking 
at the growing chain of green circles you can 
cheer about your successes and get inspired to 
achieve new ones. You can set both daily tracking 
of successes and assign checkpoints with the 
required recurrence. There is a built-in reminder.

It looks like HabitBull creators have serious 
intentions to develop their application. So, for 
example, you can unlock all its functions (by 
default you can track and support only three 
habits) not for money, likes or spam of your 
contacts, but feedback and proposals to improve 
the application sent to the developers by email. 
After a free upgrade, you will be able to track up 
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to one hundred habits. In addition, you will have 
an activated option of data export and import, 
and data synchronization on several devices as 
well.

If HabitBull has long-term purposes, then 
Timehop gives a retrospective view of our life. 
It is far simpler. The idea of this application 
is to gather and conveniently demonstrate 
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information of what you were doing that day 
several years ago. 

To gather such information you will be asked 
to connect accounts of popular social networks 
to the application: Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare 
and Instagram; unfortunately our networks are 
not supported. Besides, together with the mobile 
application you are offered to install a desktop 
program (Windows or Mac OS). As developers 
rightly said, life is not limited to only Facebook: the 
desktop application is in charge of working with 
photos already stored on the computer. The program 
scans your PC, finds pictures and automatically 
and quite nicely filters different graphic content, 
unnecessary under current circumstances in the 
form of screenshots and diagrams (for example, I 
stored plenty of scanned drawings on my computer, 
they were properly processed and ignored), after 
that it discards copies and sorts photo images 
that are really worth remembering by galleries 
corresponding to some or other events. After such 
processing, all information is synchronized and 
included in the new “timehops”.
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The application needs some time to process 
gathered information, so do not wait for an 
immediate response. As soon as the profile is 
built, at any moment you can recall what you 
were doing that day one-two years or even 
ten years ago – it all depends on the materials 
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found by the service. These will be your photos 
and publications for the specified date, carefully 
gathered and presented in the form of a cute 
card film. No additional settings and annoying 
reminders – only pleasant recollections when 
you feel like it.

At first, the concept of Timehop looks rather 
weird, but taking into account popular posts in 
the spirit of automatically generated films “my 
year on Facebook”, occasionally filling newsfeeds 
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of people quite serious in normal life, I believe it 
will find its followers.

Let’s get back from cute baby dinosaurs 
(Timehop’s logo) to larger animals. Microsoft can 
easily be called an IT mastodon. There is been 
an upgrade for the mobile application of the 
OneDrive service – online data storage cloud, 
provided by MS. Currently, you can get for free 
up to 28 Gb of space – it is a significant amount 
of storage, especially for mobile applications. 
The service is heavily integrated with the latest 
versions of Windows and, especially, Office, where 
it is one of the standard means of storing working 
files. The upgraded OneDrive client is intended 
to provide convenient work with the cloud on 
your mobile. As befits it, the application allows 
to view files, upload and download materials, 
grants access to files from other applications. 
There are different options to view and sort a 
list of files and shared access options. The new 
Android client version has an option of automatic 
archiving photo images and video clips, taken by 
the camera of your mobile phone.
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We can’t call Taiwan a top tourist place. Usually 
it associates with business activities and 
technologies. So, it will be much more interesting 
to discover new things. Island states differ by its 
originality even in the virtue of their location. 
There are many interesting things in Taiwan, 
a number of tourists increase. But what about 
information support?

Taiwan for Tourists.
Internet resources in 
English

Aleksey Kutovenko
alteridem@rambler.ru

Music: : Pixies
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All of us know about major websites dedicated 
to travels. If you want to get structured and beau-
tifully presented information it would be better 
to visit Lonely Planet; if you want to read person-
al impressions of travellers then get in TripAdvi-
sor. You will find a lot of informational materials 
about Taiwan on these websites. However right 
now we are interested in the local resources.

Let’s begin from web portals. Welcome to Tai-
wan website (eng.taiwan.net.tw) can easily be 
called a tourist Internet visiting card of Taiwan. A 
score of theme-based sections will tell you about 
the main aspects of life in Taiwan. In principle, it 
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is a typical tourist-oriented web portal; but it is 
designed in a rather high-quality manner. One 
could not but mention a section with detailed 
maps – they will become a good addition to the 
maps in your navigator or smart phone. There is 
a good section with an annual calendar of hol-
idays and festivals – a great possibility to catch 
some really interesting local event. At the same 
time we can’t call the texts on the website de-
tailed. They offer only basic information. Navi-
gation is a little intricate, that’s why it would be 
better to open directly Site Map section.
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Go2Taiwan resource (go2taiwan.net) resem-
bles the previous website rather closely. At the 
same time you can find here much more de-
tailed and well-structured information about 
tour operators including foreign ones, places of 
interest, and major shopping centres. There are 
many detailed articles on the website, so it fits 
well for further acquaintance with Taiwan. Must-
See Destination section should be particularly 
noteworthy: it contains a good resources pack 
with information about places of interest. This 
project has also its mobile application; although, 
it doesn’t have an English version that makes its 
use difficult.

Info Taiwan website (www.taiwan.gov.tw) also 
belongs to the category of web portals. While 
the above mentioned resources are clearly ori-
ented to private tourists this web portal is no-
table for its business style. Conditions of work 
and education, business news and informa-
tion  – these subjects take a considerable part 
of the website. A useful system of quick search 
of websites of Taiwan foreign representative of-
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fices in every place of the world is offered here. 
The web portal has an optimized mobile ver-
sion.

There is a lot of useful information and links to ad-
ditional websites inside the sections. From a person-
al prospective I was truly impressed by the online 
resources offered for those who wish to learn the 
Mandarin Chinese – the official language in Taiwan. 
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In Service Navigation > English Service section 
you will find a massive guide with information 
about various hotels, entertainment facilities, 
cultural and artistic institutions, transport cen-
tres and other places useful for tourists. Every 
entry contains description, map, address and 
telephones.

Here you will also find a calendar of events. 
However, as distinct from Welcome to Taiwan 
website, it is dedicated to current events and 
provides up-to-date information not only about 
cultural, but also about business events.
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And you just can’t pass by Download eBook 
and Periodicals sections. The first section con-
tains books in English language dedicated to 
places of interest, culture and nature of Taiwan. 
You can download them free in ePub format. 
The books themselves are rather competent and 
interesting. The section of periodicals contains 
links to the websites of Taiwan newspapers and 
magazines published in foreign languages. 

As we began to speak about Taiwan periodicals 
you should visit without fail the website of Trav-
el in Taiwan magazine (issuu.com). It is issued 
once every two months and offer original and 
detailed materials; its electronic version is dis-
tributed free.
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But what about theme-based websites? This is 
not to say that there are many such resources, but 
they exist. It will be better to search them based 
on your hobby – maybe you will face pleasant 
discoveries. For example, such as technical muse-
ums. Taiwan is famous as a major industrial centre. 
Such rises don’t happen from scratch, so history 
of equipment and technologies is an interesting 
and non-hackneyed direction for tourism. You can 
visit a very interesting National Science and Tech-
nology Museum website (www.nstm.gov.tw/eng-
lish). In Facebook you can find an active commu-
nity of spotters (Taiwan Aviation Spotters) making 
photos of airliners in the airports of Taiwan. There 
are theme-based websites for divers (www.tai-
wandive.com) and lovers of eco-tourism (np.cpa-
mi.gov.tw/english). There are six national parks in 
Taiwan. So, there are many things to see there.

Let’s sum up our discussion. Unfortunately, 
not so many theme-based English-language re-
sources for the guests of Taiwan exist in Internet. 
One is forced to take the core information from 
universal web portals. When it comes to local 
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resources, Info Taiwan distinguishes itself with 
its detailed content in comparison with univer-
sal web portals. It is a respectable information 
book. Welcome to Taiwan is a glamorous post-
card which is good only for the first acquaint-
ance with Taiwan. To get more detailed theme-
based information it would be better to look for 
other resources and use, for example, Go2Tai-
wan which can be compared with a high-quality 
travel brochure.

As for mobile applications oriented to travellers 
a whole group of software programs are dedicat-
ed to weather forecasting. Taking into considera-
tion that changes in weather in any islands can be 
rather abrupt these are a useful thing. So much 
more that the forecasts are optimized directly for 
Taiwan. One of the best of such applications is 
Taiwan Weather. It is a free application with de-
tailed forecast on a nice map. The other one is a 
same-name widget with a weekly forecast from 
the Central Weather Bureau. This widget is able 
to alert about possible typhoons as well as it 
marks their prognosticated ways on the map.
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WE ARE UNSTOPPABLE

Imagine there are people, who do not know about 
Diablo. Well it’s hardly doable? Although there are ones 
naïve enough to think that Diablo is a car brand. But we 
know the truth. 

When asked – “what is the aim of the game?” we will 
answer “kill monsters in dozens, hundreds, thousands, 
billions”. “what for?” “To get loot” “what for?” “To kill 
monsters in faster and more brutal way”. “what for?” “to 
get better loot …”

By Jer
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They will shrug shoulders saying “Tiresome 
nonsense”. Meanwhile the others, who bought 
Diablo III, got disillusioned and sworn to never 
buy Blizzard’s products, will shout happily 
“Really?! Now I can just slice and dice monsters 
instead of fishing auction for epics? Cool! That’s 
awesome! Please, please, I want this expansion”.

Diablo III: Reaper of Souls
Music and images enwrap you leading into 

dark fantasy world. Somber, absolutely epic 
atmosphere of the world that was missed by fans 
in part two. Though, we have already broken the 
back of absolute evil, is there anything that may 
be tougher? Well, yes – absolute evil avatared 
in more dramatic and ambiguous persona. 
Face Malthael – the angel of death. Unlike to 
Diablo, whose intentions were limited to global 
destruction and domination, Malthael has its 
own philosophy and reasons. Although being the 
Death, he wants to bring the Good in the world. 
It’s not his fault that he sees in black and white, 
there’s nothing personal – just fight for the Good.
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In terms of gameplay Malthael is rather 
interesting. The game chat is full of requests for 
assistance in Malthael killing and whining on 
its difficulty. Can’t we use this as indicator? Not 
to mention that in hardcore mode (Hardcore 
characters are exactly the same as regular 
characters, except that they are mortal) even 
after long preparation, changes of gear and 
build, fight with Malthael makes you bringing A 
game, and killing this boss really gets you off. 

Let’s see what is new in overall gameplay. Reaper 
of Souls expansion pack brings a lot of new in the 
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game. In my opinion the most important among 
those is Loot 2.0 system, which made the Diablo 
series fans disillusioned in part three despite 
of 13 years of faithful expectations to return. I, 
myself, was among these, who quitted game and 
were not planning to return.

What’s happened then? Let’s return in to the 
time of Diablo III release two years ago. After 
enthusiasm of those who saw their dreams 
coming true and high estimates by magazines 
and community, as well as rocketing sales, it 
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took less than six months for the game to lose 
its population. Number of people logging in was 
shrinking, whereas statements “it’s enough, I’m 
quitting” were becoming more often. Though, 
what happened?! Diablo II kept players until 
now, for 15 years already! The short answer is: 
auction, the long one is…

What Diablo game series is about? It’s about 
monsters slicing and dicing, character leveling 
and gearing. All three parts are about it. However 
the last was added with auction, which was 
place for loot (things dropped by monsters after 
killing then) selling. Loot comprises in addition 
to armor and weapon, some recipes, gems and 
craft materials.

Since the trade system in the game was well 
organized, during area of Diablo II there were 
a lot of sites selling gear for real money both 
normal and scam ones. Where is the catch? 
The catch in the new system was that Blizzard 
made everyone use the auction. One in hundred 
of looted items suited to char. Well, you know, 
the witch doctor cannot wear the strength 
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gear, whereas barbarian does not know what 
to do with intellect enhancing piece of gear. 
Moreover, variety of prefixes and auxiliary stats 
made the required item hunting success virtually 
impossible. Thus the sole way to be well geared 
was leading into auction.

Seldom players enjoyed this system due to 
various reasons, comprising hording bots, which 
outplayed the real players, numerous gold and 
(surprise) gear selling sites, speculations and 
galloping inflation. Newbie entering the game 
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and opening the auction was soon disillusioned 
and quitted the game for ever.

But now all these troubles passed. Developers 
hold their nose and cut the auction of the 
game, with adjustment of itemization, change 
of prefixes system and introduced smart drop 
system. Thus, to get suitable gear for character 
ones need to play Diablo (smile), gather loot and 
enjoy benefits of craft.

Craft system also was revamped turning into 
additional source of legendary items. Previously 
craft development was almost meaningless due 
to complete unpredictability of resulting stats. 
However, now the item crafted by let’s say wizard 
will suit this char completely, and the barbarian 
will not forge sword with intellect. Therefore the 
recipe drop, not to mention green (set) recipe 
books, now exits.

Sure the legendary craft in Reaper of Souls 
became more complicated. Thus in addition 
to common materials to craft legendary ones 
need legendary material dropped by specific 
monsters and one white item of specific type. 
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If you want legendary shield, than be ready to 
go and farm for legendary material and white 
shield. It should be mentioned, that white items 
are sometimes more rare than legendary ones. 
But in this case you can ask for item in chat or 
in random group. Usually, if somebody has the 
item in subject, they will just gift it.

Jeweler profession worth specific mentioning. 
Developers decided to siphon accumulated gold 
via this profession. Even if you accumulated some 
100,000,000 or less, that on friendly NPC will 
easily lighten your bag making you understand 
source of Covetous Shen nickname. Thus to 
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get top gem you need 81 Marquise gems and 
17,900,000 gold. For just one gem!

Some more bits about craft. Although in Loot 
2.0 developers decreased variety of affixes, the 
Random still in charge. What if the crafted item 
is rather plausible, but the attack speed or frost 
damage is not useful, well the only way is to 
make two slots in the item? Bring the item to 
Myriam the Mystic, who joined into the game in 
Act V. IN exchange of some money and materials 
she will change the useless stat into useful one. 
Although she will refuse to change affix for more 
powerful one or make strainer out of item by 
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adding 15 slots. Hovering to question mark at 
affix will open list of suggested changes within 
the tier.

And now, let’s talk about, what is new to the 
game was brought by expansion. The game saw 
new class – crusader, two game modes such as 
Nephalem Rifts and Nephalem Trials, and, for 
sure, the new act – Act V.

The Crusader is a sixth playable class, and 
second (alike barbarian) using strength gear. The 
crusader wears heavy armor and two-handed 
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weapon and shield simultaneously. Although 
this results in 15% speed decrease, this is the 
preferred gear of majority of crusaders since it 
significantly increases damage.

Class specific weapon of crusader is flails, and 
shields (wearable by crusaders only). Crusaders 
deal damage with light and lightning, which 
makes them be like Thor enrolled into paladins. 
Though instead of war goats, crusader prefer 
horse, which allows skipping collision or control, 
avoiding death.

Personally, I do not like melee classes (close 
range fighters), but the crusader pleased me so 
much, that I leveled 70 in one breath. Interestingly 
although crusader is positioned as melee class it 
can be turned into RDD (range damage dealer) 
class. In such case the DPS of crusaders is bit 
lower, however it keeps being popular among 
players favoring to though hammers (like Thor) 
and shields. 

Some considered Act V as too short, though 
I think that this opinion is heavily dependent 
in leveling speed. If you rash, skipping social 
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and exploration parts, than you risk to face 
Malthael and end Act V in couple of hours. 
Here is appropriate to say: “It is impossible to 
be devouring small piece. You need either to 
oversee or take time and savor”. So if your aim 
in game is not limited to gear grind, than try to 
savor exploring the map, talking to all NPC and 
companions, listening to books dropped from 
bags. Some completed Act V in 12 hours of time 
in game.

But completion of Act V does not mean that 
you have nothing to do in game. Act V final opens 
access to new modes. New challenges stimulate 
players to travel and explore all location. This 
was possible beforehand, but now you are 
guided by some kind of quests - tasks. Thus 
after completion of five tasks in one act player 
receive experience, gold and chest comprising 
random gear (comprising legendary ones), craft 
materials and rift keystone fragments to open 
Nephalem Rifts.

Nephalem Rifts are a randomized dungeon 
system. The rift consists of several chained 
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instances, completion of one opens access to 
another, etc., descending deeper and deeper 
inside (up to ten). Instances are swarmed by 
various monsters and provide for various degree 
of difficulty. Map may be lacking of though 
monsters, of each pack but one will make you 
facing elites. Special excitement will bring you 
goblins.

After elapsing of time a random Rift Guardian 
boss will spawn, which is though mob, of almost 
boss level. Killing this mob provides layer with 
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loot shower, comprising, in particular, blood 
shards (additional game currency) that can be 
exchanged by Kadala for gear. But good bargain 
are seldom and players are calling NPC - Kidala 
(in Russian Kadala sounds close to Kidala, which 
means scam). However, cap of shards (500) allow 
filling bags with yellows from Kadala, which can 
be used by forger or vendor (depending on what 
you need to level: gold or materials.
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Quite often I see form statements like: “I don’t 
want to pay for one Act”. Are the players right? For 
sure they are not. Because they pay not only for 
one Act, the pay for new rifts with instances, that 
bring fun and money when cleared (especially in 
group), for new class allowing start discovering 
Diablo III from beginning, for revamped craft 
profession, and particularly for better flawless 
gameplay. Now it is interesting to return in the 
game promising to become as long-living as 
Diablo II.

Green rays of happiness to everyone. Do not 
forget to push Tab, leaving the map.

Name: 
Diablo III: Reaper of Souls
Developer: 
Blizzard Entertainment
Publisher: 
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